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Abstract
The current practice for evaluating search strategies and methods for the automated citation screening of
systematic literature reviews relies on counting the number of positive publications (i.e. to be included
in the review) and negative publications (i.e. to be excluded). Large attention is put in promoting
the retrieval of all positive publications, through a high-attention to recall metrics, and demoting the
retrieval of negative publications, through precision-oriented or cost metrics. This practice, however,
does not accurately reflect the real-world scenario, as not all included publications have the same level of
importance to the final outcome of the review. If excluded, some publications could significantly change
the conclusion of the review, while not including others may not have much impact. So, for example,
failing to retrieve these publications with less impact on the review would lead to lower recall values but
to no practical effects on the review.

We propose a new evaluation framework that models the effect the identification of specific publica-
tions has on the outcomes of the review. We briefly demonstrate the framework by extracting metadata
from RevMan files, estimating outcomes for arbitrary rankings on a sample of CLEF TAR 2019 topics, and
measuring how closely the obtained outcomes are if the arbitrary rankings were used to the outcomes of
the original review. we present challenges in fully operationalising our framework with some outlook
on how these challenges can be tackled in the future.
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